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UNFOLD / FOLD TRANSFORMATION OF 
GENERAL LOGIC PROGRAMS FOR THE 
WELL-FOUNDED SEMANTICS 
HIROHISA SEKI 
D This paper proposes a framework for unfold/fold transformation of gen- 
eral logic programs. The framework is an extension of that of Tamaki and 
Sato [25] (resp., Seki [21]) defined for definite programs (resp., stratified 
programs) which was shown to preserve the least Herbrand model seman- 
tics (resp., the perfect model semantics). Unlike the previous work, the 
framework given in this paper imposes no syntactic restrictions on nega- 
tions occurring in programs, and it is shown that a transformed program 
has the same well-founded semantics as that of an initial program. We also 
discuss a relationship between unfold/fold transformation and partial 
deduction for the well-founded semantics. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Program transformation and partial deduction have been recognized to be a useful 
systematic methodology for program development, and their usefulness has been 
shown in various applications (e.g., [2, 4, 3, 231). They have provided powerful 
methodologies, especially for deriving an efficient program from an original and 
possibly inefficient program, while preserving the same meaning as that of the 
original one. One of the most important properties common to program trans- 
formation and partial deduction is, therefore, the preservation of equivalence 
(Maher [14] extensively investigated various formulations of equivalence for logic 
programs). 
Tamaki and Sato proposed an elegant framework for unfold/fold transforma- 
tion of logic programs [25]. Their transformation rules preserve the equivalence of 
a definite program in the sense of the least Herbrand model. Their framework was 
then extended towards various directions (e.g., [7, 26, 201). Among them, Seki [21] 
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gave an extension of the unfold/fold transformation rules to stratified programs 
[l], where not only is the procedural semantics (by SLDNF-resolution), but also the 
perfect model semantics [17] shown to be preserved. This framework by [21], 
however, still imposes some syntactic restrictions on negations occurring in pro- 
grams in order to guarantee that a stratification of a program will be preserved 
during unfold/fold transformation. Consequently, the rules are applicable for a 
relatively narrow class of stratified programs. The purpose of this paper is to 
consider unfold/fold transformation of general logic programs which preserves the 
well-founded semantics [29], thereby eliminating the limitation of applicability of 
our previous framework. 
We then apply this result to partial deduction of general logic programs. Partial 
deduction has attracted much attention in logic programming in recent years. 
Komorowski [S] introduced partial evaluation into logic programming, and showed 
that unfolding and instantiation preserve the semantics of definite programs. He 
further extended it by allowing folding operations in [9] and [lo]. Partial deduction 
and unfold/fold transformation therefore have basic operations in common, al- 
though they seem to have been studied rather independently so far. In this paper, 
we discuss a relationship between partial deduction and unfold/fold transforma- 
tion. Instead of the usual definition of partial deduction based on SLDNF- 
resolution, we first give another formulation of partial deduction in terms of 
unfold/fold transformation, and then show that the closedness condition used in 
[12] is a natural sufficient condition for the correctness of partial deduction 
(including folding operations) for the well-founded semantics. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. After summarizing preliminaries, 
Section 2 gives the definitions of unfold/fold rules, together with previous results. 
Section 3 gives a brief explanation of the well-founded semantics. Section 4 gives 
the proofs of the preservation of the well-founded semantics for general logic 
programs in our unfold/fold transformation rules. In Section 5, we apply these 
results to partial deduction of general logic programs and discuss the relationship 
between partial deduction and unfold/fold transformation. Finally, a summary of 
this work and a discussion of related work are given in Section 6. 
Throughout this paper, we assume that the reader is familiar with the basic 
definitions in logic programming, which can be found in [ll]. As notation, variables 
are denoted by X, Y,. . . , and literals by A, B,. . . . Multisets of literals are denoted 
by L, K, M,. . . ,and 0, u,. . . are used for substitutions. 
2. UNFOLD/FOLD TRANSFORMATION 
2.1. Preliminaries: Rules of Transformation 
This section describes Tamaki-Sato’s unfold/fold transformation, which was origi- 
nally given for definite programs [251 and was extended to stratified programs [21]. 
Definition 2.1. Initial Program. An initial program P, is a general logic program 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(11) PO is divided into two disjoint sets of clauses, P,,,W and Pold. The predicates 
defined in P,,,W are called new predicates, while those defined in Pold are 
called old predicates. 
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(12) The new predicates appear neither in Pold nor in the bodies of the clauses 
in Pnew. 
Example 2.1. Let PO = {C,, C,, C,, C,, C,} U DB, where 
C,: path(X, [Xl> + node(X). 
C,: pathW,[XILD t arc(X, Y), path(Y, I-J. 
c,: good_list([ I>. 
C,: good_list([XILl) t 7 bad(X), good-list(L). 
C,: good-path& IJ t patho(, L), good-list(L). 
where predicates node, arc, and bad are supposed to be defined by a set of unit 
clauses (database) DB whose definitions are not material here. Suppose that a 
graph is given whose relationship of nodes and arcs is specified by the predicates 
node and arc, respectively. Then, predicate good_pathfX, L) can be thought of as 
finding a path L such that it starts from node X and each node of L is a “good” 
(or not “bad”) one. 
Let Pold = (C,, C,, C,, C,] U DB, P,,,w = {C,). Thus, “good-path” is a new 
predicate, while the other predicates are old predicates. 
New predicates are considered to be those which are introduced by “Definition 
Rule” in the literature [2], and they are supposed to be given at the beginning of 
transformation in our framework. We call an atom, A, a ~lerv atom (an old atom) 
when the predicate of A is a new predicate (an old predicate), respectively. 
Definition 2.2. Unfolding. Let Pi be a program and C a clause in P, of the form 
H + A, L. Suppose that C,, . . . , C, are all of the clauses in P, such that Cj is of 
the form Aj + Kj and Aj is unifiable with A, by an mgu, say O,, for each 
j(1 5 j I k). 
Let Cl<1 <j I k) be the result of applying Oj after replacing A in C with the 
body of Cj, namely, Cj’ = Hg + Kjej, Lej. Then, Pi+, = (Pi - {Cl) u {C;, . . . , CL}. 
C is called the unfolded clause, and C,, . . . , C, are called the unfolding clauses. A 
is called the selected atom (in unfolding). 
REMARK 2.1. We assume throughout the paper that any two clauses are identified 
modulo variable renaming and the permutation of their body literals. Although we 
have specified unfolding in such a way that a selected atom in unfolding is the 
leftmost atom of the body of an unfolded clause, it should be noted that it does not 
mean any restriction. A similar remark also applies to the definition of folding 
below. 
Example 2.2 (Continuedfrom Example 2.1). By unfolding C, at atom “path& L-4” 
in its body, the following clauses (C,, C,) are obtained, where 
C,: good_path(X, [Xl) + node(X), good_list([X]). 
C,: good_path(X, [XIL]) + arc(X, Y), path(Y, L), good_list([XILl). 
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Both C, and C, can be further unfolded, and we have 
c, : good_pach(X, [ x I) t node(X), 7 bad(X). 
C,: good_path(X, [XIL]) + arc(X, Y>, path(Y, L), 1 bad(X), good-ML). 
Let P, be IC,, C,, C,, C,, C,, C,) U DB. 
Definition 2.3. Folding. Let C be a clause in P, of the form A + K, L and D a 
clause in Pd’,, of the form B + K’. Suppose that there exists a substitution 8 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(Fl) K’B=K 
(F2) Let Xi,. . ., Xj,. . . , X, be internal variables of D, namely, appearing only 
in the body K’ of D, but not in B. Then, each X,0 is a variable in C such 
that it appears in none of A, L, and BB. Furthermore, XjO #X1,0 if j Zj’. 
(F3) D is the only clause in P,,,, whose head is unifiable with B8. 
(F4) Either the predicate of A is an old predicate, or C is the result of applying 
unfolding at least once to a clause in PC,. 
Then, let C’ be a clause of the form A + Bf3, L, and let Pi+ 1 be (Pi - {C}) U {C’}. 
C is called the folded clause and D is called the folding clause. 
Intuitively, the intention of conditions (F2) and (F3) is to guarantee folding to be 
a “reversible” operation in the sense that, from the result of folding C’ and a 
folding clause D, we can reconstruct a folded clause C uniquely (module renaming 
of the internal variables in C>. On the other hand, the condition (F4) will prevent a 
clause in P,,, from being immediately folded by itself. 
Example 2.3 (Continued from Example 2.2). By folding the body of 
program P, = {C,, C,, C,, C,, C,, C,,,) U DB is obtained, where 
C, by G 
C,, good_path( X, [XI L]) + arc( X, Y >, 7 bad( XI, good-path( Y, L). 
2.2. Previous Results 
Definition 2.4. Transformation Sequence. Let P,) be an initial program, and Pj+ ,(i 2 
0) a program obtained from Pi by applying either unfolding or folding. Then, 
the sequence of programs P,, P, , . . . , Phi is called a transformation sequence 
starting from P, . 
For the above unfold/fold transformation, Tamaki and Sato proved the follow- 
ing result [25]. 
Theorem 2.1 (Tamaki-Sato (251). The least Herbrand model, IV,,~, of any definite 
program Pi in a transformation sequence starting from initial dejinite program P,, is 
identical to that of P,,. 
’ Note that D is not necessarily in I’,. 
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Recently, Seki [21] showed that Tamaki-Sato’s transformation also preserves 
the perfect model semantics [17] of a stratified program under a certain condition 
on an initial program. 
Definition 2.5. Initial (Stratified) Program. An initial (stratified) program P,, is a 
stratified program satisfying the following conditions: 
l (11) and (12) are the same as those defined in Definition 2.1, and 
l (13) The definition of each new predicate consists of exactly one clause. 
The intention of the above condition (13) is to guarantee that a stratified 
program also will be stratified after the application of unfold/fold transformation. 
Theorem 2.2 (Seki [21/). The perfect model semantics PERP( Pi> of any program P, in 
a transformation sequence starting from initial stratified program P,, is identical to 
that of P,,. 
3. PRELIMINARIES: THE WELL-FOUNDED SEMANTICS 
In order to prove the preservation of the well-founded semantics in unfold/fold 
transformation, we will use several properties of the semantics. Although we 
assume that readers are familiar with the definitions and basic terminologies wrt 
the well-founded semantics, which are found in [29, 28, 181, we recall here the 
definition of SLS-resolution in [lS]. 
Suppose that P is a program and I is its fixed three-valued interpretation. If A 
is a ground atom .from the Herbrand base Hr of P, then we write r’al,@) = t 
(resp., r>al, (A) = f; resp., rlal,(A) = u) if A is true (resp., false; resp., undefined). 
The well-founded semantics of P is denoted by M,,. M,, consists of two sets of 
ground atoms from H,>: 
M,, = (T; F), 
where all atoms in T (resp., F) are true (resp., false) in Mr. 
We now give a brief explanation of SLS-resolution and its soundness and 
completeness wrt the well-founded semantics given by Przymusinski [18] (see also 
[19]). The following definition of SLS-resolution is found in [16]. However, it is 
sufficient for our purpose to consider a ground version of SLS-resolution where 
both a query and each input clause in an SLS-derivation are ground. 
Definition 3.1. Instantiated Rule (Clause) (271. The Herhrand instantiation of a logic 
program P is the set of rules obtained by substituting terms in the Herbrand 
universe for all of the variables in each rule in every possible way, and it is 
denoted by HZ(P). An instantiated rule (clause) is an element of the Herbrand 
instantiation. 
We say that a ground atom p refers to a ground atom q (in P> if and only if 
there exists an instantiated rule C in HI(P) in which p is its head and either q or 
its negation appears in the body of C. We define the relation depends on (in P) to 
be the reflexive, transitive closure of the relation refers to (in P>. 
We assume that R is any fixed positice computation rule, i.e., a rule that selects 
only positive literals; thus, a goal consisting of only negative literals has no 
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descendents. We note that in the rest of the paper, we only consider such R as a 
computation rule. The ground SLS-tree, SLS(G), for a ground goal G is defined by 
constructing a sequence: 
of ground SLS-trees of rank p, with SLS(G) defined as the largest element of the 
sequence. 
Some of the leaves of the SLS-trees SLSp will be labeled as success and failure 
leaves, respectively. A leaf which is not labeled will be called a nonlubeled leaf. 
Definition 3.2. Successful, Failed Ground SLS-Trees. A ground SLS-tree is successful 
if it has a successful derivation, i.e., a derivation ending in a success leaf. A 
ground SLS-tree is failed if all of its leaves are failed (equivalently, if all of its 
branches are infinite or end with a failure leaf). A ground SLS-tree is undejined 
if it is neither successful nor failed. 
Any partial branch of the ground SLS-tree beginning at the root is called a 
ground SLS-detivation from G. The process of constructing ground SLS-derivations 
is called ground SLS-resolution. 
A branch is called failed if it is either infinite or ends with a failure leaf. 
The definition of ground SLS-trees of rank p uses induction on /3. The ground 
SLS-tree, SLS,(G), of rank p = 0 consists only of the nonlabeled node G. Suppose 
that /3 > 0, and assume that SLS-trees, SLS,(G), of rank (Y already have been 
defined for all 0 I (Y < p and for all ground goals G. 
If /3 is a limit ordinal, then the ground SLS-tree of rank p is defined as the 
union of all of the previously constructed trees SLS,(G) for (Y < p: 
SLSp(G) = U SLS,(G). 
a<P 
Otherwise, p = (Y + 1, and we define the ground SLS-tree SLS,, ,(G) as an 
extension of the previously constructed ground KS-tree of rank (Y as follows: 
Definition 3.3. Ground SLS-Trees of Rank LY. The ground SLS-tree, SLS,+ ,(G), of 
rank (Y + 1 consists of all nodes (and labels) of the previously constructed 
ground SLS-tree, SLS,(G), of rank (Y, together with all nodes (and labels) 
obtained by recursively applying the following resolution rules to all nonlabeled 
leaves of SLS,(G) and to their descendents. 
Let H=+-L 1,. . . , L, be an arbitrary nonlabeled leaf of SLS,(G) (or a descend- 
ent thereof), and let L be the literal selected from H by the computation rule R 
(if one is selected). The immediate descendents of H in the tree SLS,+,(G) are 
defined as follows: 
l if H is empty, then H has no immediate descendents and is a success leaf; 
l if the literal A is selected from H (thus A is positive), then the immediate 
descendents of H are all goals K that can be obtained from the goal H by 
resolving H with one of the instantiated rules of HZ(P) upon the literal A; 
if there are no such K’s, then H has no immediate descendents and is a 
failure leaf; 
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l otherwise, the goal H contains only negative subgoals, say 7 A,, . . . , 7 A,(i 
2 11, and H has no immediate descendents. 
-if SLS,(Aj) is failed for all j(1 ~j 4 i), then H is a success leaf; 
-if SLS,(Aj) is successful for some j(1 2 j I i), then H is a failure leaf; 
-otherwise, H is not labeled in SLS,+ ,(G). 
The ground SLS-tree SLS(G) for the ground goal G is defined to be its ground 
SLS-tree of rank 6: 
SLS(G) =SLS,(G), 
where 6 is the smallest countable ordinal such that 
SLS,(G) =SLS,+l(G). 
6 is called the depth of the program P, and is denoted by depth(P). 
The following is the soundness and completeness of ground SLS-resolution, 
which is a corollary of a more general version given by [18], where he showed the 
results for general (i.e., not necessarily ground) SLS-resolution. Independently, [19] 
proposed a similar result. 
Theorem 3.1 (Przymusinski [IS]) (Soundness and Completeness of SLS-Resolution). 
Suppose that P is a general logic program, R is a positive computation rule, and Q is 
a ground query. Then 
a> Mr b Q iff there exists a successful ground SLS-detivation of P u ( +Q); 
b) Mr b 7 Q iff the ground SLS-tree for P U ( +Q) is failed; 
c) Mr # Q and Mr I# -J Q iff the ground SLS-tree for P U { +Q) is undefined. 
Using the above definition, the definition of dynamic stratification [18] is given. 
Definition 3.4. The (Y th dynamic stratum S, of P is defined as follows: 
S,= A: 
i 
the ground SLS-tree of rank (Y for P U { +A} is either successful or 
failed and, for each (Y ’ < a, SLS,,( A) is undefined 1 
for any CY < 6, and 
S,= A:AeHr- u S, . 
a<6 > 
Suppose that P is a logic program, HP is its Herbrand base, and CSJa 5 6 is the 
dynamic stratification of HP with 6 = depth(P). For any ground atom A, let 
stratum(A) = cr, where (Y is the unique ordinal number such that A belongs to S,. 
Moreover, the stratum of 7 A, denoted also by stratum(7 A), is defined to be 
min(6, stratum(A) + I>. 
In particular, when it is necessary to make P explicit, S, [resp., stratumfN1 is 
denoted by S,(P) [resp., stratum,(A)]. 
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4. PRESERVATION OF THE WELL-FOUNDED SEMANTICS 
4.1. Basic Lemmas 
We now show that the unfold/fold transformation preserves the well-founded 
semantics for general logic programs. Before starting the proof, we give two basic 
lemmas which play crucial roles in our proof. 
Definition 4.1. P,,,, -Expansion. Let A be a ground literal. Suppose that x is 
defined as follows: 
l if A is either an old atom or a negative literal, Ais A itself; 
l else (i.e., A is a positive new atom) x is either A or a sequence of ground 
literals “B,, . . . , B,” such that there exists an instantiated rule in the Her- 
brand instantiation of P,,,, of the form A + B,, . . . , B,. 
Then, x is called a P,,,,-expansion ofA. 
Similarly, let L be a sequence of literals of the form A,, . . . , A,. Then, a 
sequence of literals A&, . . . , A, 1s called a P,,, -expansion of L, and is denoted by z. 
In particular, when k = 0 (i.e., L is an empty sequence), z is defined to be 
empty. 
First, the following lemma is a generalization of the one in the case of stratified 
programs [21]. As before, we only consider a ground SLS-derivation such that its 
computation rule always selects only a positive literal (if possible) in a goal. 
Lemma 4.1 (P&Simulation of a Ground SLS-Deriuation in Phi). Let PC),. . . , Phi be a 
transformation sequence and G a ground goal. Consider a ground SLS-dermation 
Dr of P,,, U {GJ, G,, = G,. . . , G,, . . . , using input instantiated clauses in HI(P,>. 
Then, there exists a ground SLS-derivation Dr, of P,, U {G}, F,, = G, . , F,. . . . , 
using input ground clauses in HI( P,), satisfying the following condition: 
l for each k(k 2 O), there exists some lk( L 0) such that F,, is a P,,,,6,-expansion of 
G,. Dr,, is called a P,,-simulation of Dr. 
Intuitively, the lemma says that a ground SLS-derivation Dr of Phi U {G), 
G, = G, . . . , G, is simulated by some ground SLS-derivation Dr,, of PO U {G}, 
F,, = G, . . . , F,, in a sense that for each k, G, is equivalent to F,, “modulo 
P,,,-expansion.” 
We omit the proof of the above lemma since it is shown in a similar way to the 
case of stratified programs [21]. The following example would be helpful to 
understand the meaning of the lemma. 
Example 4.1. Consider a ground SLS-derivation Dr2 of P2 U {G,, = + 
good_path(a, [a, b])}, where P2 was given in Example 2.3, and we assume that 
DB 3 {arc(a, b)). See the right-hand side in Figure 1. Dr, has a P,,-simulation 
Ptr u {F(, = G,,}, I;,, F2, F,, F4, which is shown on the left-hand side in the figure 
(underlined atoms mean selected atoms). Note that F3 (resp., F,) is a P,,,,-expan- 
sion of G, (resp., G,). 
Next, we show the converse of Lemma 4.1, that is, if there exists a ground 
SLS-derivation of P,, U {G) ending with either an empty goal or a goal consisting 
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F,,: +good_path(a, [a, bl) G,: +good_pathhz,[a, bl) 
I I 
F,: + path(a, [u, b]), good_l&([a, b]) G,:+arc(u,b), ,bud(a),good_puth(b,[bl) 
F,: +k(u, b),puth(b,[bl),good_list([u, b]) 
I 
G,: + 7 bad(u),good_puth(b,[bl) 
I 
F3: +arc(u, b),puth(b,[bl), 7 bud(u), 
good_list([ b]) 
F4: + ;uthCb,[blJ, 7 bud(u), good_list([bl) 
FIGURE 1. P,-simulation (left) of a ground SLS-derivation of P, U {+-good_path(a, [a, bl)} 
(right). 
only of negative literals, then there also exists a ground SLS-derivation of P,,, U {G] 
ending with the same goal. 
Let P be a program, and r, A possibly empty sequences of ground literals. 
Suppose that there exists a ground SLS-derivation of P u { + r} consisting of goals 
G,, = +lY, G ,,..., G,, = +- A(n 2 0). Then, we denote it simply by r u-) PA. 
Lemma 4.2 (Preservation of PO-Derivation). Let PO,. . . , Phi be a sequence of program 
transfomzations and A a ground atom. Suppose that A -+ p,,HA holds, where N* is a 
possibly empty sequence consisting only of negative ground literals. Then, A 4 p,~A 
also holds for each i = 1,. . . , N. 
The proof is given in the Appendix. 
4.2. Proof of the Presentation of the Well-Founded Semantics 
Let PO,. . . , PN be a transformation sequence and Q a ground atom. We show the 
preservation of the well-founded semantics by proving the following three proposi- 
tions. 
1. If MP,, k Q, then MP, k Q (Lemma 4.3). 
2. If MP,, k 7 Q, then MP, k 7 Q (Lemma 4.3). 
3. If uaf,,,,(Q) = u, then ual,pN(Q) = u (Lemma 4.4). 
If the above propositions are shown to hold, then it is easy to see that 
M,,, = MF,v for any N. 
We prove the above propositions 1) and 2) by mutual induction on stratum,,l(Q) 
= CY. We note that it is sufficient to prove them for each successor ordinal LY since 
we have from the definition of S, (Definition 3.4) that, for each atom Q E S,.(a) 
< depth(P,))), there exists a successor ordinal CY such that CY 5 (Y’ and Q E S,. 0 
Lemma 4.3. Let P,, . . . , PN be a transformation sequence and Q a ground atom. Then, 
for any N( >O), 
CT): If Mp,, k Q, then M,,, K Q. 
(F): If M,,, k -I Q, then MP,\ k 7 Q. 
PROOF. (INDUCTION BASIS). Suppose that stratum,,,(Q) = 1. We first prove the CT) 
part. Suppose further that Mp,, K Q. Then, there exists a successful ground SLS-de- 
rivation Dr, of PO U { +Q] such that Q + P,, q holds. Then, from Lemma 4.2, 
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there exists a ground SLS-derivation Dr, of PN u { +Q} such that Q + pN 0 
holds. From the completeness of ground SLS-resolution, it therefore follows that 
Mp, I= Q. 
Next, we prove the (F) part. Let Mp k 7 Q. Suppose that there exists a finite 
ground SLS-derivation Dr, of PN L’ f+Q} consisting of goals G, = + Q, . . . , 
G, =+.A@ 2 O>,’ where J”p is either empty or a sequence consisting only of 
negative literals. Then, from Lemma 4.1, there also exists a P,-simulation of DrN, 
that is, a ground SLS-derivation Dr, of F, = + Q, . . . , F,, = +NQ for some I, 2 0. 
Since stratum,$Q) = 1, A(~ should be an empty sequence. However, it means that 
Dr, is a successful ground SLS-derivation, which contradicts the assumption that 
Mp, K 7 Q. We therefore have that any ground SLS-derivation of PN u I+-Q} is 
failed (i.e., either infinite or end with a failure leaf). 
(INDUCTION STEP). The proof is straightforward from the similar discussion in 
the above and the induction assumption. q 
Lemma 4.4. Let P,, . . . , PN be a transformation sequence and Q a ground atom. If 
val,$Q) = u, then val,pij(Q) = u for any N( 20). 
PROOF. Suppose that the proposition does not hold, that is, either Mp, K Q or 
Mp, k 7 Q holds when val,p$Q) = u holds. 
Case I. We first assume that Mp, K Q holds. Then, there exists a ground 
SLS-derivation Dr, such that Q -+ PNA(& where XQ is a sequence consisting only of 
negative literals and Mp, ~3~. We note that HQ is not empty; otherwise, from 
Lemma 4.1, it contradicts the assumption that MM, kt Q. We thus’ denote XQ by, 
say, 7 A,, . . . , 7 A,# 2 1). Since we assume that MiN k Q holds, we have that, for 
each $1 5 i 5 k), 
Mp,k 7Ai (1) 
stratumpN( Q) > stratumpN( Ai). (2) 
On the other hand, from Lemma 4.1, there exists a P,-simulation of Drhr, that is, 
Q- poMQ holds. From the assumption of the proposition, it follows that MiMp, t+XQ 
holds. Moreover, we have that MM, # 7WQ) also holds; otherwise, it means that 
Mp,, kAi holds for some i, which g!ves a contradiction from Lemma 4.3 and (1). 
Consequently, we have that VUZ,~$.J~) = u holds, which implies that, for some 
i&l I i, 5 k), 
val+,,( QI 1 = u (3) 
where we denote Ai, by Q,. iFrom (l)-(3), it follows that 
ua&o( Ql 1 = u and Mp, k -T Q, 
stratum,J Q) > stratum,~( Q,). 
(4) 
(5) 
Case II. Secondly, we assume that Mp, t= 7 Q, holds, when val,p$Q,) = u 
holds. From Theorem 3.1, there exists a ground SLS-derivation of PO U { +Q,} 
such that Q, +Pr,~B1,..., 7 B, for some 1(1k 1) and valMp (7 B,, . . . , 7 II,) = u. 
Then, from Lemma 4.2, there exists a ground SLS-derivation’of Phi U { +Q,) such 
that Q, -+ pN 7 B,, . . . , 7 B,. From the assumption that Mp, k 7 Q, holds, it fol- 
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lows that valMpN( 7 B,, . . . , 7 B,) =f, which means that, for some i,(l I i, 5 l), 
MP, ’ Bi2 (6) 
stratumpN( Q,) > stratumpN( B,,). (7) 
On the other hand, from valMp$ -I B,, . . . , 1 B,) = a, we have that either Mp,, b 
B. or ualMp (Biz) = u is true. From the similar discussion in the above case, 
hlow&er, Mp, $ 7 BiZ leads to a contradiction. We thus have that valM,jBi,) = a 
holds. Consequently, we have, by denoting Bi2 by Q2, that 
val,,,,( Q2) = u and MpN b Q2 (8) 
stratumpN( Q,) > stratumpN( Q,) . (9) 
From the discussions in Case I and Case II, it means that there exists an infinite 
sequence of ground atoms Q, = Q, Q,, Q2,. . . such that it gives a monotonically 
decreasing chain stratum,N(Q,) > stratum,N(Q,) > . . . , which contradicts the defi- 
nition of the dynamic stratification. 0 
Combining Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 together, we have the following result. 
Proposition 4.1 (Preservation of the Well-Founded Semantics). The well-founded se- 
mantics of any program Pi( i 2 0) in a transformation sequence starting from initial 
program PO is identical to that of P,. 
From the above proposition, both Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are now derived as its 
corollaries. 
REMARK 4.1. A more detailed analysis shows that the dynamic stratification of the 
initial program is also preserved in unfold/fold transformation. That is, we can 
prove the following more precise result: for each a(0 5 (Y I depth(P we have 
that 
S,(P,) = S,(E) 
where S,(P) is defined in Definition 3.4. 
REMARK 4.2. Maher [15], and independently in [6], proposed a similar unfold/fold 
transformation system, but it is fundamentally different from ours, mainly in the 
definition of folding. That is, the folding operation in [15] is defined as follows. 
Definition 4.2. Maher’s Folding. Let C be a clause in Pi of the form A + K, L, and 
D a clause also in Pi of the form B + K’. Suppose that there exists a 
substitution 8 satisfying the following conditions: 
l (Fl) and (F2) are the same as those defined in Definition 2.3. 
l (F3)’ D is the only clause in Pi whose head is unifiable with B8. 
l (F4)’ C is different from D. 
Then, let C’ be a clause of the form A + BB, L, and let Pi+, be <Pi - {C}) U (C’). 
C is called the folded clause and D is called the folding clause. 
In Maher’s folding, a folding clause always comes from a current program Pi, 
while in our framework, it is given in an initial program and not necessarily in Pi. 
Since there is no distinction between an old atom and a new one, the definition of 
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an initial program in [15] is now different from that in Definition 2.1. An initial 
program in Maher’s framework is thus simply a general logic program. 
In spite of these differences, suitably modified versions of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 
still hold in Maher’s framework. In particular, we can show that 
where A is a ground atom, JA is a possibly empty sequence consisting only of 
negative ground literals, and PO,. . . , PN is a sequence of program transformations 
consisting of either unfolding or Maher’s folding. 
From this, the counterpart of Proposition 4.1 in Maher’s framework immediately 
follows since the proofs of Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 depend only on the above property. 
Therefore, this gives another proof of the preservation of the well-founded seman- 
tics in [15], at least as far as the unfold/fold rules are concerned. 
Maher gave detailed comparisons between the expressive power of his transfor- 
mation system and that of Tamaki-Sato’s in [1.5] for definite programs. 
5. DISCUSSIONS: RELATIONSHIP WITH PARTIAL DEDUCTION 
Partial deduction has attracted much attention in the logic programming commu- 
nity in recent years (see an extensive bibliography in [23]). Given a program P and 
a goal G, partial deduction derives a new program P’ which is simplified wrt the 
goal G. We assume basic notions wrt partial deduction, including the closedness 
condition, which are found in [12]. 
Komorowski [8] introduced partial evaluation into logic programming, and he 
showed that unfolding and instantiation preserve the semantics of a definite 
program. Lloyd and Shepherdson 1121 studied the conditions which guarantee 
partial evaluation to preserve the procedural and declarative semantics for general 
logic programs. The basic operations of partial evaluation in their framework are 
also unfolding and instantiation. Recently, Komorowski extended partial deduction 
by allowing folding in [9, 1O],2 and he discussed its correctness in the context of 
partial deduction. 
These previous results on partial deduction were mainly concerned with either 
the procedural semantics based on SLD(NF)-resolution or the declarative seman- 
tics based on Clark’s completion. It is therefore not yet clear under what conditions 
partial deduction preserves the other semantics of general logic programs such as 
the well-founded semantics. 
One may notice an apparent relationship between partial deduction and un- 
fold/fold transformation given in the previous section. In fact, besides the instanti- 
ation rule, the basic operations employed in them are the same. It seems, however, 
that they have been studied rather independently so far. In this section, we discuss 
a relationship between unfold/fold transformation and partial deduction. To do 
that, instead of the usual definition of partial deduction in terms of SLD(NF)-reso- 
lution, we give another formulation of it in terms of unfold/fold transformation. 
Let P be a program and G = +p(tl,. . . , t,) a goal. Let x be all of the distinct 
variables (if any) occurring in G, and we simply denote it by G = -p(x). Then, we 
consider the following sequence of operations. 
* In these literatures, the operation is called an ahbreuiafing tactic. 
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Step 1 (Introduction of a New Predicate). We introduce the following clause Cnew: 
goaZ( X) +p( X) 
where predicate goal is supposed to be a newly introduced one and appears neither 
in P nor G. Let P,, = P U {C,,,}. It obviously holds that val,pc$goaf(x)) = 
val,p,$p(x)) for all ground instances of x. 
Step 2 (Successive Unfolding of C,,, ). Let P, be the result of the unfolding of 
PO, with C,,, being the unfolded clause. Likewise, Pi+ ,(N - 1 > i 2 1) is defined to 
be the result of the unfolding of P, with some clause in Pi, with its head predicate 
goal being the unfolded clause. 
Step 3 (Folding by C,,, ). For each clause in P,+ ,, if it has an instance of p(x) 
in its body, we fold it by C,,, for all such occurrences, obtaining a resulting 
program Phi. 
Note that the above folding always satisfies the conditions of Folding (Definition 
2.3); thus, we have from Proposition 4.1 that Mp,, = Mp,V. 
Step 4 (Clause Deletion wrt p). Finally, we remove those clauses in Phi whose 
heads have p’s as their predicate symbols. Let Pi be the resulting program. 
In the above sequence of transformation from Step 1 to Step 4, the truth value 
of each ground instance of goal(X) may be different from that in Mp,, only in the 
last step. That is, the preservation of the semantics wrt goal may fail if, for some 
ground instance goal(E) of goal(X), it depends on some ground instance 
Ph,,..., s,) in PN such that PCS,,..., s,) is not an instance of the original query 
P(t ,,..., t,). 
In particular, if (and only if) PN_ , is A-closed, where A = {p(x)}, all of the 
atoms with their predicate symbols p’s in the body of each clause in PNp ,, if any, 
are replaced by some instances of goal(X) because of folding in Step 3. Since any 
ground atom which a ground instance of goal(X) depends on in P,,, then does not 
depend on p, it is easy to see that we can thus safely perform the clause deletion 
wrt p in Step 4 without failure to preserve the semantics wrt goal. 
As the above discussion shows, the closedness condition is one of the simple 
(and probably useful) sufficient conditions for the preservation of the semantics. 
One benefit of the above formulation of partial deduction in terms of the 
unfold/fold transformation will be that it is possible to incorporate into partial 
deduction not only unfolding and folding, but also other transformation rules 
developed in program transformation, such as rewriting using lemmas (e.g., 12511, 
without reexamining the correctness of partial deduction so defined. 
The definition of partial evaluation based on SLS-resolution and its correctness 
for the well-founded semantics (without the closedness condition) is found in [16]. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper, we have shown that the unfold/fold transformation rules originally 
defined for definite programs in [25] can be extended to general logic programs, 
and that they preserve the well-founded semantics. Those syntactic restrictions 
imposed so far in the previous work have been eliminated, and the previous results 
such as 1251 and [21] are now obtained as corollaries of our result. We have also 
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discussed a different framework of unfold/fold transformation proposed by Maher 
[151, and we showed that the well-founded semantics of a given program is also 
preserved in his transformation system. 
We have then applied the results to partial deduction (including folding opera- 
tions) of general logic programs, and discussed the relationship between partial 
deduction and unfold/fold transformation. 
There are several remaining problems. In this paper, we have considered only 
such basic operations as unfolding and folding. It will be useful to incorporate 
other transformation rules such as deletion and replacement which were given in 
[251 and [15]. In [13], Maher investigated the correctness of his transformation 
system, including those operations. 
Finally, we have concentrated on unfold/fold transformation and partial deduc- 
tion for the well-founded semantics. It will be an interesting research topic to 
investigate the application of transformation under other nonmonotonic semantics, 
such as the stable model semantics [5]. Research in this direction is found, for 
example in [13] and [22]. 
APPENDIX 
A. 1. Proof of Lemma 4.2 
We now show Lemma 4.2. To do that, we need to prepare several definitions and 
notations. The idea of the following definitions was originally given in [24] for 
definite programs. We now suitably modify them for our current purpose. 
Dejinition A.1. Weight of a Ground SLS-Derivation. Let PO be the initial program of 
a transformation sequence and r a sequence of ground literals. Let Dr be a 
ground SLS-derivation of P,, U { + I’} consisting of goals G, = + r, G,, . . . , G,(n 
2 0). Then, the weight of Dr is defined to be the number of those goals in Dr 
whose selected literals are old atoms. 
Definition A.2. Weight of a Pair 01, NA). Let P, be the initial program of a 
transformation sequence, A a ground atom, and HA a (possibly empty) sequence 
consisting only of negative ground literals. Suppose that there exists a ground 
SLS-derivation of P,, u { +-A} ending with a goal +A$$. Then, the weight of(A, 
Jy,), denoted by w( A, JtrA), is defined to be the minimum of the weight of a 
ground SLS-derivation of P,, U { +A) ending with +JjrA. 
Similarly, let r be a sequence of ground literals such that 9-+ pO”Y”r holds, 
where Jlr, is a possibly empty sequence consisting only of negative literals. Then, 
the above definition is extended to the definition of the weight of(T, .,#$I, 
denoted by w(T, A$), in an obvious way. 
Definition A.3. Descent Clause. Let Pi be a program in a transformation sequence 
starting from an initial program P,. Let C = A +-L be an instantiated clause of 
some clause C’ E Pi, where L is a possibly empty sequence of ground literals. 
Suppose that there exists a ground SLS-derivation such that A 4 pON$, where 
xA is either empty or a sequence consisting only of negative literals. Then, C is 
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called a descent clause for(A, JyA) if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(Wl) L+ rO./& holds, 
(W2) w(A, J$) 2 w(L, JAI, and 
(W3) if C’ satisfies the folding condition (F41, then w(A, JA> > w(L, Jv,). 
Definition A.4. Weight Completeness. Let Pi be a program in a transformation 
sequence starting from the initial program PO. Let A be a ground atom and MA 
a possibly empty sequence consisting only of negative literals. Then, P, is weight 
complete if and only if, for any pair (A, N’A) such that A + r&, there exists a 
descent clause in ZZZ( Pi) for (A, HA 1. 
After showing the following lemma, we proceed to the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
Lemma A.1. Let PO ,..., Pn be a sequence of program transformation, and let C be a 
clause in P,(O I i I N). Zf C does not satisfy the folding condition (F4) in Definition 
2.3, then all of the literals in the body of C are old literals. 
PROOF. Since C does not satisfy the condition (F4), the head of C is a new atom, 
and unfolding has not been applied to C during the transformation. Thus, C 
should be inherited as it is from PO. Then, the lemma obviously holds from the 
definition of an initial program P,. q 
The outline of the proof is as follows. 
1. We first show that the weight completeness is a sufficient condition for the 
proof of Lemma 4.2 (Lemma A.2). 
2. Next, the initial program PO of a transformation sequence is shown to be 
weight complete (Lemma A.3). 
3. Finally, the weight completeness is preserved during program transformation 
(Lemma A.4). 
Lemma A.2. Let P O,. . ., Pn be a sequence of program transformation, and A is a 
ground atom. Suppose that A + r,H* holds, where MA is a possibly empty sequence 
consisting only of negative literals. 
Zf Pi is weight complete, then A -+ r;‘yA also holds for each i = 1,. . . , N. 
PROOF. Consider the following set S, of sequences of ground literals: 
S, = {PIP M&d}. 
Then, we introduce the following well-founded ordering > into S,, i.e., for each 
ri E S,<i = 1, 21, I’, t r, if and only if 
1. w(r,, MA) > w(P,,xA), or 
2. w(T,, NA> = WV,, XA), and the number of new atoms in PI is greater than 
that of new atoms in Tz. 
We show by induction on the above-defined well-founded ordering that, for any 
1 such that there exists a ground SLS-derivation Dr, of P,, U {G, = +-l’l ending 
with +JA, there also exists a ground SLS-derivation Dri of Pi U { + l?) ending with 
+NA. We assume that Dr, is such a ground SLS-derivation that its weight equals 
w(r, ~~1. 
As for the induction basis, i.e., when r =JEr, the proposition is obvious. 
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Next, suppose that I = B, A and that B is a positive selected literal in G, in 
Dr,. Dr,, has as its subderivation a ground SLS-derivation of Z’,, U { +B) ending 
with a goal of the form +_&, where MB is a (possibly empty) subsequence of HA. 
As Pi is weight complete, there exists a descent clause C for (B, J&I in ZZZ(Z’J. 
Let C be of the form ‘B + L, and suppose that C is an instance of some clause C’ 
in Pi. Then, from the definition of the descent clause, the following conditions 
hold: 
(Wl) L+ p/G, holds, 
(W21 Iw(B,Hrrl r w(L,N~), and 
(W3) if C’ satisfies the folding condition (F41, then w(B, _,#$I > w(L, MB). 
Now, consider a ground SLS-derivation Dr, of Pi U { +B, A). Using C as an 
input clause, the initial goal G, = +-B, A has the successor G, = +L, A. 
Note that “L, A” -+ ,,,J$~ holds; thus, I is comparable with “L, A” wrt the 
well-founded ordering + . If w(B, NB) > w(L, J$,> holds, then I = “B, A” > “L, 
A.” Thus, from the induction hypothesis on the well-founded ordering >, we have 
that I ++ P,~A holds. 
On the other hand, when w(B, JLrg) = w(L, XB) holds, from the condition (W3), 
C’ does not satisfy the folding condition (F41. From Lemma A.l, B is a new atom, 
while all atoms in L are old literals. Thus, it follows that “B, A” >“L, A.” 
Consequently, from the induction hypothesis, it is shown that I ++ P,Jr. 0 
Lemma A.3. Let A be a ground atom, and let J$$ be a (possibZy empty) sequence 
consisting only of negative literals such that A -+ 
is weight complete for any pair (A, H’j 1. 
r,,MA. Then, the initial program P, 
PROOF. Let Dr be a ground SLS-derivation of PO u (G, = +A) ending with +HA 
such that the weight of Dr is w(A, NA>. Furthermore, let C = A + L be the input 
clause used in G,,. Then, G, has the child node G, = +L, and there exists a 
ground SLS-derivation of P,, U {G,} ending with ‘-NA. It is easy to see that C 
satisfies conditions (Wl) and (W2) of the definition of a descent clause. Moreover, 
C satisfies the folding condition (F4) if and only if A is an old atom. Thus, it 
follows that w(A, flA) > w(L, NA), so C also satisfies the condition (W3). 0 
Lemma A.4 (Preservation of Weight Completeness). Let PO,. . . , Phi be a transfotrna- 
tion sequence. Zf Pi is weight complete, then so is P, + ,(N - 1 2 i 2 0). 
PROOF. Let A be a ground atom, and there exists a ground SLS-derivation of 
PO U {G, = +A} ending with +J&, where _,#$A is a (possibly empty> sequence 
consisting only of negative literals. 
Since Pi is weight complete, there exists a descent clause C, for (A, ~$1 in 
ZZZ(Pi) which is an instantiated rule of some clause CA in Pi. We will show that 
there exists a descent clause for (A, J$) also in ZZZ( Pi+ ,> by considering the 
following three cases. 
Case 1. C,, is in ZZZ( Pj+ ,I. Then, C,, is itself a descent clause for (A, JI(~ > in 
HIV;, 1). 
Case 2. Ch is unfolded. Let CA (resp., C,> be A’ + B;, J’ (resp., A + B, J), 
where J is a possibly empty sequence of literals, and suppose that unfolding is 
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applied upon B:. From the condition (Wl) of a descent clause, there exists a 
(possibly empty) subsequence XB of HA such that B + pOMB holds. Let JV, be a 
sequence of remaining literals in ~tr~, i.e., JY~ =x~ -JV,. It follows from the 
weight-completeness of Pi that there exists a descent clause C_ in HI(Pi) for (B, 
HB). Let C- be B + K, and suppose that C_ is an instantiated clause of 
Cl = BI +- K’ in Pi. Then, an unfolded clause C’ in Pi+ 1 is obtained, which is of 
the form A’P +- K’P, J’p, where 8 is an mgu of B: and BL. Now, we show that 
C =A + K, J is a descent clause in HI(Pi+,) for (A,JT,). 
Condition (Wl). Obvious. 
Condition (~2). Since C, (resp., C_ ) is a descent clause for (A, JYA) [resP., (BY 
~tr,)], we have 
~(A,41 w((B,J),Jtr), 
w( B,4) 2 ~(W4d 
Thus, 
w(A,NA) a+(B,J),JtrA) 
=w(B,N$) +w(J,JyJ) (10) 
zw(K,&) +w(J&) 
rw((KJ)&). (11) 
Condition (W3). Note that C’ satisfies the condition (F4). Thus, we have to show 
that 
w( A,NA) > w(( K, J),JtrA). (12) 
When B is a new atom, CA satisfies (F4). Thus, the strict inequality in (10) holds. 
Otherwise (i.e., when B is an old atom), CL satisfies (F4); thus, the strict inequality 
in (11) holds. Consequently, in either case, it is shown that the strict inequality 
holds in (12). 
Thus, it is shown that C is a descent clause for (A, MA). 
Case 3. C; is folded. Let C; be a folded clause of the form A’ + J’, K’, and let 
C, be A +-J, K. Let D’ E P,,,, be the folding clause of the form B’ + Ji, where 
J; 0 = J’ for some substitution 8. Let T be a ground substitution such that JUT = J. 
The result of folding C’ E Pi+ 1 is A’ + B’8, K’. 
We show that C = A + B, K is a descent clause in HZ(P, + ,) for (A, JErA 1, where 
B is a ground instance of B ‘7. 
Condition (Wl). From the condition (Wl) of a descent clause, there exists a 
ground SLS-derivation Dr, of P, u ( +J, K} ending with +JlrA. As its subderiva- 
tion, there exists a ground SLS-derivation of PO U { +J} ending with, say, +NJ, 
where NJ is a (possibly empty) subsequence of MA. Since there exists an instanti- 
ated rule B + J in HZ(P,), we have that B, K -+ p,,MA. 
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Conditions (W2) and (W3). Note that C, is a descent clause for (A, JA), and CA 
satisfies the condition (F4). Thus, we have 
W(A,JZrA) > W((JJq,Jtr). 
Since B is a new atom, it is shown from the definition of the weight that 
W(A,JZrA) >w((Wq,JlrA). 0 
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